
COVEREE Product Description and FAQ

Product Description

Let me ask, what matters the most to you? Throughout life, we want to protect the things that
are the most important to us. Unfortunately, many don’t consider pursuing proper protection until
we’re forced to, generally when it’s too late. Thankfully for you, COVEREE is here to help
protect the people and things that matter most. COVEREE offers a safe, warm space with
protection from the elements, and the possibilities for using it are endless!

You can use it as an external garage to protect the family car from the weather, dust, dirt, pests,
UV-rays, and accidental scratches. Turn it into an enclosed play area for the kids, offering a safe
all-weather space for them to play and expand their imaginations. Utilize it as a shed or storage
area for lawn care equipment, car parts, and tools. You can even convert it into a workspace to
work on your hobbies or other DIY projects, expanding your craft and skill set.

No matter what your needs are, this foldable, all-weather carport has been carefully designed
with protection in mind, offering you the best in security and peace-of-mind. COVEREE is here
to help shield the things that are important to you, whether you’re merely trying to cover your car
or trying to create a safe enclosed play area for your children to grow and thrive in. Provide
security for the things you love and improve your life with a COVEREE foldable carport!

● Open space provides opportunity for an array of creative uses.
● Superior protection from weather, temperature, and pests.
● Steel structure offers superior strength and durability.
● Foldable design makes for easy setup and breaking down.
● Innovative solution featuring a sophisticated design.
● Can be anchored to the ground for extra stability and security.
● Treated covering delivers unmatched protection against UV rays.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question: Can the COVEREE help protect against UV rays?
Answer: Our durable and thick canopy has been treated to offer superior protection against UV
rays of all kinds.

Question: Is the COVEREE waterproof?
Answer: Absolutely! The durable covering is completely waterproof, offering superior protection
and dryness for anything inside of it.



Question: Does the covering go down to the ground completely to protect against snow, pests,
and other invaders?
Answer: Yes! The COVEREE carport is capable of reaching the ground, offering complete
protection from pests and the elements.

Question: How do you anchor COVEREE to secure it to the ground?
Answer: You can anchor COVEREE through the use of our included steel spikes.

Question: Does COVEREE retain heat?
Answer: The COVEREE retains heat comparably to other foldable carports on the market. It will
retain some warmth if a heater is used, but due to the vinyl material and lack of insulation it is
really only effective while actively operating.

Question: How well does the COVEREE hold up against wind?
Answer: The COVEREE is capable of keeping things inside safe and protected from wind and
anything that comes with it. Please note that in the event of powerful winds, it is advised to
secure the carport adequately.

Question: What kind of vehicles does the COVEREE support?
Answer: The COVEREE is capable of housing most sedans, crossovers, and small SUVs.

Question: How well does the COVEREE handle accumulation?
Answer: While the COVEREE is capable of handling accumulation of snow, rain, and ice, it is
advised to clear any accumulation as soon as possible to prevent any potential problems.


